2014 P AS O R O BL E S Z I N F AN DE L
For more than 30 years, Rosenblum Cellars has sourced high quality fruit from our
winegrowing partners throughout the valleys and coasts of California. We honor
these prime Zinfandel and Rhône terroirs with winemaking that brings out their
distinct and vivid personalities. For our Reserve tier, we identify special small lots of
vines that impart intense varietal character and flavor to the wines.

Wine
With big varietal flavors and bold regional character, our 2014 Paso Robles
Zinfandel opens with a pop, delivering a bright, complex nose of rhubarb, cherry,
dried sage and barrel spices. The palate is smooth and long, supporting the
luscious fruit with layers of molasses and cinnamon. The 2014 vintage threw
some curve balls our way but our Paso Vineyards faired pretty well, producing
wines with huge flavor, low alcohol and more pronounced fruit.
Vineyard
Located on the Central Coast, Paso Robles offers a diverse landscape with a
variety of soils and microclimates. The Salinas River bisects the region, with the
cooler, hillier vineyards up against the Santa Lucia Mountains on the west and
the warmer, rolling hills and fertile soils to east. Coastal breezes slip in through
the Templeton Gap and create a cooling effect that emanates from the south
upward. We sourced a majority of our grapes from vineyards in the northeastern
end, where days achieve good heat levels that allow rich flavors to develop.
Multi-vineyard sourcing allows us to create a layered and complex wine.
Winemaking
Our Paso Robles Zinfandel provides a snapshot of this remarkable growing
region. We began by hand-harvesting grapes from several of our favorite
vineyards in the area. At the winery, we cold soaked the fruit for three days.
Maintaining separate lots, we fermented the must at 88ºF for 17 days. Frequent
pump-over allowed for good skin contact as well as air induction, which
softened the tannins and opened aromatics.
Vintage
A low-yielding, cool vintage, the 2014 growing season was fairly moderate, with
no dramatic heat spikes, and harvest dates were extended for longer ripening.
Overall, it produced slightly lower sugars, higher acids and vibrant varietal
flavors in the wine.

Key Facts
• Dominated by red fruits,
this wine shows rhubarb,
cherry and barrel spices.
• Paso Robles has a wide
range of climates and good
heat differential for a
complex Zinfandel.
• We vinified individual lots
separately and then blended
them together for a wellbalanced wine
representative of the region
• Pair the rich, balanced
flavors of this Zinfandel with
roasted pork loin or
barbecued ribs.

Wine Data
Vintage: 2014
Varietal Composition:
85% Zinfandel
10% Petite Verdot
5% Petite Sirah
Barrel Aging:
Zinfandel Blend
21 months
100% American Oak
Appellation:
Paso Robles
Alcohol: 14.1 %
Acidity: 6.2 g/L
pH: 3.78
Ageability: 2019 to 2024
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